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Everything You Know about Indians Is
Wrong
by Paul Chaat Smith
University of Minnesota Press, 2009, 193
pages, hardbound, $21.95 plus S/H from
University of Minnesota Press,
(www.upress.umn.edu) or (800) 621-2736.
Anyone who has been dissatisXed, to say the
least—or confused and annoyed, to say the most—by a visit to the
National Museum of the American Indian (NMAI) in Washington,
D.C., will be gratiXed by reading Paul Chaat Smith's collection of essays,
speeches, and reviews, Everything You Know about Indians Is Wrong.
Throughout the book, in writing about art, artists, artifacts, books,
movies, and himself, Smith circles back again and again to discuss in
piecemeal fashion the creation of NMAI, explaining why the museum is
the way it is, and why it has to be that way. With numerous examples, he
also justiXes his book's provocative title, even though he reveals in an
afterword that it's not meant to be taken literally.
Smith is a sharp-witted writer with the ability to mimic on paper a standup comedian's timing. He is also an NMAI associate curator. Hired three
years before the museum opened on September 21, 2004, he helped
deXne its permanent history exhibits and now works mostly on its
contemporary arts projects. In this volume, however, he does not speak
oacially for NMAI. Rather, he speaks as an independent cultural critic
whose lifetime of experience has convinced him that Indians and Indian
issues are among the most diacult for both the world community and
the news media to grasp.
Smith also knows that those explanations will lead to such Zen koan-like
statements as "Together we are condemned, forever to disappoint, never
to forget even as we can't remember." Still, he plunges in with them,
banking on the idea that by the time a reader gets to the end, all the
seeming paradoxes will have begun to make sense. For me, they did.
"Most of the gallery space is taken up with exhibits developed in
collaboration with individual communities from across the Americas,"
Smith writes in an essay about authenticity and the work of the
contemporary Indian artists James Luna and Jimmie Durham. Ah, so
that's why, when I visited NMAI in 2008, the exhibits struck me as
having been designed by a committee. The museum, he continues,
"created alternative ways for how objects would be displayed and
described, how history is understood, and who should tell it." This led,
he admits, "to scathing reviews by critics, certainly much of it deserved.
Sharing power and authority doesn't guarantee excellent exhibits, only
diferent ones."
Smith, a former American Indian Movement (AIM) activist (1974-79),
never expected to Xnd himself working for the federal government, the
source of so much tragedy for Native Americans. In 1993, four years
after NMAI was established by an Act of Congress and 11 years before it
actually opened its doors on the National Mall, Smith called the
museum-to-be "a bad idea," albeit "a bad idea whose time had come." He
knew it couldn't help but be "a place of great contradiction." Now Smith,
whose mother is a "full-blood Comanche" but whose father is "a white
guy from a farm in Dibble, Oklahoma," is part of that contradiction.
Actually, it probably was inevitable that Smith would get involved with
NMAI. "If there is any people on earth whose lives are more tangled up
with museums than we are, God help them," declares Smith. In the days
when AIM was making headlines, artifacts were used to make political
points. (Later, the artists Luna and Durham would use artifacts in their
installations to make their own statements about the exploitation and
objectiXcation of Indians.) At the Bureau of Indian Afairs headquarters
in November 1972, occupiers seized the building's collection,
appropriating arrows and war clubs for use against a police attack. At
Wounded Knee in February 1973, they "ransacked the [Wounded Knee
Trading Post and Museum] and left the display cases broken and empty
of headdresses and artifacts." After his years with AIM, besides writing,
Smith became an independent curator. Almost unquestionably, the
twain would meet.
Smith notes that Indians, no matter what their level of political activism
in the past, all are "keenly aware" that many ethnographic objects "were
originally acquired by museums through methods few would consider
legitimate." The history of those museums made it a certainty that this
Xrst national museum "dedicated to the preservation, study, and
exhibition of the life, languages, literature, history, and arts of Native
Americans" (according to the NMAI Web site [www.nmai.si.edu])
would not resemble its predecessors. It would instead seek "to tell a new
kind of history, a new way…."
That's why I never should have gone to NMAI hoping to see, say,
moccasins lined up for easy comparison and contrast, and multiple maps
and graphs. I shouldn't have anticipated a linear path through the
galleries. I should especially not have expected a clear separation of old
objects and new. If there is one central message of this book-and of the
museum-it's this: The Indian experience isn't solely in the past.
Other museums need to get that message, Smith more than intimates. At
the redesigned exhibit that deals with Native people at the Natural
History Museum in Regina, Saskatchewan, Smith writes that he was
impressed, having "nothing but respect for the eforts of a staf that
obviously had thought long and hard about how to represent Indian
culture." He was especially taken with the "beautiful display of a modern
canvas sweat lodge." The exhibit, however, raised a nagging question:
"Why are Indians represented in this museum at all? The English and the
Ukrainians and the Germans aren't here. Only us, next to the dinosaurs."
Smith's Saskatchewan visit predated the start of his tenure at NMAI,
which he now calls a "preposterous, wonderful, and breathtakingly
ambitious project," one that quickly taught all involved how easy it is to
critique, how diacult to create. "We had decided the gallery should look
nothing like an Indian museum." OK, but what should it look like, then?
"Should [it] be the Louvre, or the Holocaust Museum? Should it speak
to non-Indians, or Indians? Should it be celebratory, or somber?
Challenge white people, or challenge Indians? Is it about beautiful
objects, or history?" Smith's answer to all these questions is: "Yes."
Besides the museum on the National Mall, there are two other physical
parts to NMAI. One is NMAI's Cultural Resources Center in Suitland,
Maryland, opened in 1999. The other is the George Gustav Heye Center
in New York City, ready for visitors in 1994. Smith recalls watching
"suspiciously" as the Heye facility came to life.
The Heye namesake (1874-1957) was an investment banker whose family
money came from petroleum. Standing 6'3" and weighing in the vicinity
of 300 pounds, he smoked big cigars while driving his limousine 90 miles
an hour (his chaufeur relegated to the passenger seat, the story goes) in
cross-country searches for new objects for his collection. In 1916 he
founded the Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation in New
York City, which formed the basis for NMAI. When it became part of
the Smithsonian in 1990, the inventory list was almost a million items
long, making it the largest assemblage of Native American artifacts
gathered by a single individual.
Among those holdings was a huge vintage photography archive. I had
expected to see lots of examples at NMAI. I didn't. (What I did see was a
large photograph of Luna's The Artifact Piece, in which the artist himself
lay for hours in a glass exhibition case with labels describing his various
scars and bruises, e.g., "Drunk beyond the point of being able to defend
himself, he was jumped by people from another reservation.") Of all
media involving Indians, photography is the most controversial, since so
many non-Native misperceptions are traceable back to it. "Lo, the poor
fool posing for Edward Curtis wearing the Cheyenne headdress even
though he's Navajo," Smith writes.
It would be bad enough if those images had erroneously deXned Indians
only for the non-Indian population, but they have also deXned the
Indians' own self-image. "We secretly wish we were more like the Indians
in the movies," Smith admits.
Those movie Indians are simple; real Indians aren't. That's why, for
example, 60 Minutes creator Don Hewitt had a rule that his show should
"avoid, at all costs, doing stories about Indians," Smith tells us in one of
his amusing, frequent digressions. "With Indians it's never just 'water'; it
has to be 'springs of life bestowed on us by our grandmothers.'…
[Hewitt] realized the Indian experience is an ocean of terrifying
complexity." It wouldn't make good TV. Maybe it doesn't make a good
museum, either. But Smith is willing to live with that, and so should we.
As for what Smith does deliver on his book's title, here are just a couple
of his myth-busters: one, no pictures exist of Crazy Horse, but the U.S.
Postal Service issued a commemorative stamp of him anyway; and, two,
the Xrst Indian that Henry Hudson encountered spoke French. Smith
also ofers such image-deqating facts as that Crazy Horse's childhood
nickname was "Curly," and Black Elk's Xrst name was Nick.
Speaking of Black Elk, the only play I have ever walked out of was an
adaptation of the book Black Elk Speaks. There's only so much guilt
tripping a person can take. Smith, in contrast, writes that he strove to
keep Everything You Know about Indians Is Wrong guilt-trip-free.
Somehow, despite necessary discussions of genocide, that goal was
achieved. As he would no doubt agree, labeling "good guys" and "bad
guys" isn't very productive. What we really need to do is to open
ourselves to new ways of thinking. For me, a return visit to NMAI would
be a place to start.
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